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Defendant Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, L.P. (the hDM^`ZQ^_TU\i( TM_ QZ`Q^QP

UZ`[ MZ MS^QQYQZ` MZP \XMZ [R YQ^SQ^ '`TQ hAQ^SQ^ 6S^QQYQZ`i( that calls for the

Partnership to merge with a wholly owned subsidiary of defendant Kinder Morgan, Inc.

'hDM^QZ`i() cTUOT U_ `TQ QZ`U`e `TM` controls the Partnership '`TQ hAQ^SQ^i(. The parties to

the Merger Agreement believe that the Merger only needs approval from holders of a

majority of the DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ three classes of limited partner units, voting together as a

single class. The plaintiffs contend that `TQ DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ GTU^P 6YQZPQP MZP EQ_`M`QP

Agreement of Limited Partnership dated as of May 18, 2001, as amended (the

hDM^`ZQ^_TU\ 6S^QQYQZ`i [^ hD6i() requires that the Merger receive approval from (i) the

holders of two-thirds of the PM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ three classes of limited partner units, voting

together as a single class, (ii) the holders of two-thirds of the DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ Common

Units, one of the three classes of limited partner units, voting as a separate class, and (iii)

the holders oR 30% [R `TQ DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ three classes of limited partner units, voting

together as a single class, unless the Partnership obtains an opinion from counsel to the

effect that the Partnership will continue to be taxed as a pass-through entity after the

Merger.

The plaintiffs have sought a preliminary injunction against the closing of the

Merger pending a final decision by this court after trial, unless the defendants earlier take

action to amend the Merger Agreement to require the limited partner votes that the

plaintiffs contend are required. This decision holds that the plaintiffs are not entitled to a

preliminary injunction because they do not have a reasonable probability of success on

the merits of their voting rights claim. Under the plain language of the Partnership
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Agreement, the Merger only requires the affirmative vote of holders of a majority of the

outstanding limited partner units, voting together as a single class.

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The facts are drawn from the documents submitted to the court in connection with

the preliminary injunction application. For purposes of the voting rights claim, the facts

are undisputed.

A. The Partnership

The Partnership is a publicly traded Delaware limited partnership. The

DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ general partner interest is owned by defendant Kinder Morgan G.P., Inc.

(the h=QZQ^MX DM^`ZQ^i(* The General Partner is a wholly owned subsidiary of Parent.

DM^QZ`k_ _TM^Q_ [R O[YY[Z _`[OW `^MPQ [Z `TQ BQc J[^W F`[OW ;dOTMZSQ aZPQ^ `TQ

_eYN[X h?A>*i

The General Partner controls KindQ^ A[^SMZ AMZMSQYQZ`) @@8 '`TQ h=D

9QXQSM`Qi() `[ cT[Y it has delegated authority to manage the Partnership. The GP

Delegate has issued two classes of member interests: voting member interests, all of

which are owned by the General Partner, and non-voting member interests, which trade

publicly on the New York Stock Exchange aZPQ^ `TQ _eYN[X h?AE*i

The DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ limited partner interest is divided into three classes of units:

Common Units, Class B Units, and I-Units. As of August 7, 2014, the Partnership had

issued and outstanding 325,113,505 Common Units, 5,313,400 Class B Units, and

131,281,766 I-HZU`_ 'O[XXQO`UbQXe) `TQ hCa`_`MZPUZS HZU`_i(* Generally speaking, all of

the Outstanding Units have voting rights and vote together as a single class, subject to
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specific provisions in the Partnership Agreement that establish supermajority voting

requirements and class voting requirements for particular matters.

The DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ Common Units trade on the New York Stock Exchange under

the symbol h?AD.i Parent owns all of the Class B Units. GP Delegate owns all of the I-

Units. Through its control over the General Partner and the GP Delegate, Parent controls

the Partnership and owns 100% of its general partner interest. Through DM^QZ`k_ PU^QO` [^

indirect ownership of all of the Class B Units, all of the I-Units, and 6.8% of the

Common Units, Parent owns 37% of the DM^`ZQ^_TU\k_ limited partner interest.

B. The Merger

As the previous section outlines, Parent, GP Delegate, and the Partnership are part

of a complex entity structure with three levels of public ownership. Parent also controls

;X DM_[ DU\QXUZQ_ D^[PaO`_) @*D* 'h;X DM_[i() MZ[`TQ^ \aNXUOXe `^MPQP 9QXMcM^Q XUYU`QP

partnership, which adds a fourth form of public ownership. On July 17, 2014, Parent

proposed to simplify its structure by acquiring all of the publicly traded interests in the

Partnership, the GP Delegate, and El Paso through a series of mergers. Parent would

emerge as the only publicly traded entity with the other entities continuing as its wholly

owned subsidiaries. Parent and its publicly traded subsidiaries eventually entered into two

merger agreements, one governing the Partnership side of the structure and another

governing the El Paso side. Each transaction is cross-conditioned on the other. The

current application focuses on the Merger Agreement.

In the Merger, the Partnership will merge with P Merger Sub, LLC, a Delaware

limited liability company, in a reverse triangular merger that will leave the Partnership as
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the surviving entity. Each publicly held Common Unit will be converted into the right to

^QOQUbQ) M` `TQ QXQO`U[Z [R `TQ T[XPQ^) 'U( $3,*1- UZ OM_T '`TQ h8M_T 8[Z_UPQ^M`U[Zi() 'UU(

-*/2/3 _TM^Q_ [R DM^QZ` O[YY[Z _`[OW '`TQ hF`[OW 8[Z_UPQ^M`U[Zi() [^ 'UUU( -*,3., _TM^Q_

of Paren` O[YY[Z _`[OW MZP $,+*11 UZ OM_T '`TQ hAUdQP 8[Z_UPQ^M`U[Zi(* The

Partnership Agreement will not be amended in the Merger. The Merger Agreement

provides for approval of the Merger by a simple majority vote of the Outstanding Units,

voting together as a single class.

C. This Litigation

The plaintiffs own more than 26,000 Common Units. They contend that because

the Merger will convert the each Common Unit into the right to receive the Cash

Consideration, the Mixed Consideration, or the Stock Consideration, the Partnership

Agreement requires that the Merger clear higher voting thresholds. The plaintiffs also

contend that the terms of the Merger are unfair to the public holders of Common Units

because, among other reasons, the Merger will constitute a taxable event for those

holders. The plaintiffs have moved for a preliminary injunction based on their voting

rights theories. The substantive merits of the Merger are not at issue on the current

application.

II. LEGAL ANALYSIS

To obtain a preliminary injunction, the plaintiffs must demonstrate (i) a

reasonable probability of success on the merits, (ii) irreparable harm that will occur

absent injunctive relief, and (iii) that the balancing of the equities favors the issuance of

an injunction. Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Hldgs., Inc., 506 A.2d 173, 179
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(Del. 1986). hK6L RMUXa^Q [R \^[[R [Z [ZQ [R `TQ QXQYQZ`_ cUXX PQRQM` `TQ M\\XUOM`U[Z*i

Cantor Fitzgerald, L.P. v. Cantor, 724 A.2d 571, 579 (Del. Ch. 1998). Because the plain

language of the Partnership Agreement only requires that the Merger be approved by the

affirmative vote of holders of a majority of the Outstanding Units, voting together as a

single class, the plaintiffs cannot establish a reasonable probability of success on the

merits of their voting rights claim. Their application for a preliminary injunction is

denied.

A. Principles Of Contract Interpretation

GTQ \XMUZ`URR_k b[`UZS ^UST`_ claim maintains that the closing of the Merger as

currently structured would violate the Partnership Agreement. Principles of contract

interpretation apply to limited partnership agreements. Norton v. K;)/, *7,486$ (<rs

L.P., 67 A.3d 354, 360 (Del. 2013). A court applying Delaware law will hO[Z_`^aQ `TQY

in accordance with their terms to SUbQ QRRQO` `[ `TQ \M^`UQ_k UZ`QZ`*i Id. To do so, the

reviewing court cUXX hSUbQ c[^P_ `TQU^ \XMUZ YQMZUZS aZXQ__ U` M\\QM^_ `TM` `TQ \M^`UQ_

UZ`QZPQP M _\QOUMX YQMZUZS*i Id. When determining the plain or special meaning of a

\^[bU_U[Z) `TQ O[a^` hmust construe the agreement as a whole, giving effect to all

provisions therein.i E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Shell Oil Co., 498 A.2d 1108,

1113 (Del. 1985). h[T]he meaning which arises from a particular portion of an agreement

cannot control the meaning of the entire agreement where such inference runs counter to

the agreement's overall scheme or plan.i Id.

hIf a writing is plain and clear on its face, i.e., its language conveys an

unmistakable meaning, the writing itself is the sole source for gaining an understanding
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of intent.i City Investing Co. Liquidating Trust v. Cont'l Cas. Co., 624 A.2d 1191, 1198

(Del. 1993). >R M \^[bU_U[Z UZ M XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^_TU\ MS^QQYQZ` U_ MYNUSa[a_) `TQZ hUR a

limited partnership agreement was the product of negotiations among the parties, the

court cUXX ^Q_[XbQ MZ MYNUSaU`e Ne QdMYUZUZS ^QXQbMZ` Qd`^UZ_UO QbUPQZOQ*i Gotham (<78,

L.P. v. Hallwood Realty (<78, L.P., 2000 WL 1476663, at *8 (Del. Ch. Sept. 27, 2000)

(Strine, V.C.). hWhere a limited partnership agreement was drafted exclusively by the

general partner, the court will interpret ambiguities against the drafter, rather than

examine extrinsic evidence*i Id.; accord Norton, 67 A.2d at 360; In re Nantucket Island

%885-8$ &9.$ (<8126 +429153./78 &2920$, 810 A.2d 351, 355 (Del. Ch. 2002) (Strine, V.C.).

hContract language is not ambiguous merely because the parties dispute what it means.

To be ambiguous, a disputed contract term must be fairly or reasonably susceptible to

more than one meaning.i Alta Berkeley VI C.V. v. Omneon, Inc., 41 A.3d 381, 385 (Del.

2012).

B. The Voting Requirement That Governs The Merger

Section 17-211 of the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act

'h9EH@D6i( authorizes a domestic limited partnership to merge with another business

entity. 6 Del. C. § 17-211. Section 17-211(b) states:

Unless otherwise provided in the partnership agreement, an agreement of
merger or consolidation or a plan of merger shall be approved . . . (1) by all
general partners, and (2) by the limited partners or, if there is more than 1
class or group of limited partners, then by each class or group of limited
partners, in either case, by limited partners who own more than 50 percent
of the then current percentage or other interest in the profits of the domestic
limited partnership owned by all of the limited partners or by the limited
partners in each class or group, as appropriate.
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Id. (emphasis added). Section 17-211(b) provides that through the merger, hinterests in

[the limited partnership] may be exchanged for or converted into cash, property, rights or

securities of, or interests ini the post-merger entity or another business entity. Id. Section

17-211 also authorizes a merger to effect amendments to the limited partnership

agreement of the surviving entity, assuming it is a limited partnership. Section 17-211(g)

_`M`Q_ `TM` hKMLn agreement of merger . . . may (1) effect any amendment to the

partnership agreement or (2) effect the adoption of a new partnership agreement for a

limited partnership if it is the surviving or resulting limited partnership in the merger . . .

*i Id. § 17-211(g). Under the statutory default rule, if an amendment to a partnership

agreement is implemented by merger, the limited partnership need only comply with the

requirements for effecting a merger, not any separate requirements for effecting a

standalone amendment to the limited partnership agreement.1

Article XVI of the Partnership Agreement contains provisions generally consistent

with Section 17-211, but it changes the voting requirement. Section 16.1 of the

Partnership Agreement authorizes the Partnership `[ hYQ^SQ [^ O[Z_[XUPM`Qi cU`T

virtually any type of business entity, including an LLC like P Merger Sub. See PA § 16.1

'hGTQ DM^`ZQ^_TU\ YMe YQ^SQ [^ O[Z_[XUPM`Q cU`T [ZQ [^ Y[^Q O[^\[^M`U[Z_) Na_UZQ__

trusts or associations . . . or unincorporated businesses . . . pursuant to a written

MS^QQYQZ` [R YQ^SQ^ [^ O[Z_[XUPM`U[Z * * * *i(* Section 16.2 contemplates mergers in

1 At oral argument, the plaintiffs advanced for the first time an argument about a
predecessor version of Section 17-211(g). That argument was not raised in a timely way
that gave the defendants fair notice and the ability to respond. It was waived.
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cTUOT aZU`_ M^Q O[ZbQ^`QP UZ`[ OM_T [^ _QOa^U`UQ_ [R QU`TQ^ `TQ hFa^bUbUZS 7a_UZQ__ ;Z`U`ei

[^ MZe h[`TQ^ QZ`U`e*i Id. § 16.2(d).

Section 16.3(b) prescribes the required unitholder vote:

The Merger Agreement shall be approved upon receiving the affirmative
vote or consent of at least a majority of the Outstanding Units unless the
Merger Agreement contains any provision which, if contained in an
amendment to this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement or the
Delaware Act would require the vote or consent of a greater percentage of
the Outstanding Units or of any class of Limited Partners, in which case
such greater percentage vote or consent shall be required for approval of
the Merger Agreement.

Id. § 16.3(b) (emphasis added). The non-italicized portion of Section 16.3(b) resembles

the statutory default language by requiring the affirmative vote of holders of a majority of

the Outstanding Units voting as a single class, but it omits the additional statutory default

requirement of a separate approval by a majority of each class of limited partners. In lieu

of that requirement, the italicized portion of Section 16.3(b) contemplates a greater voting

^Q]aU^QYQZ` UR hthe Merger Agreement contains any provision which, if contained in an

amendment to this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement or the Delaware Act

would require the vote or consent of a greater percentage of the Outstanding Units or of

any class of Limited Partners.i If that is the case, then the greater voting requirement

applies to the merger. GTU_ PQOU_U[Z ^QRQ^_ `[ `TQ U`MXUOUfQP XMZSaMSQ M_ `TQ hAmendment-

By-Merger Exception*i

The plain meaning of the Amendment-By-Merger Exception alters the statutory

default rule under which only the voting standard in Section 17-211(b) governs a merger,

even if the merger effectuates an amendment to the limited partnership agreement of the
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surviving entity. The Amendment-By-Merger Exception ensures that if an amendment

would have required a higher voting standard, then that higher voting standard applies,

even if the amendment is effectuated through a merger. In this way, the Amendment-By-

Merger Exception addresses the possibility that an amendment to the Partnership

Agreement could be implemented through a merger and thereby circumvent a higher

voting requirement that otherwise would apply to a standalone amendment.

The problem addressed by the Amendment-By-Merger Exception is a familiar

one, as is the solution. Professor Ernest L. Folk described the same basic scenario in his

comprehensive ^Q\[^` [Z `TQ 9QXMcM^Q =QZQ^MX 8[^\[^M`U[Z @Mc '`TQ h9=8@i(*

Professor Folk explained that

[a] number of jurisdictions, unlike Delaware, require a vote by classes of
stock, not generally, but when some provision of the plan of merger effects
a change in the rights or preferences of a particular class which change, if
made by an amendment to the certificate rather than through a merger,
would call for a class vote. This is just and fair . . . . [I]t is appropriate that
class interest be as much protected when the identical change is made by
one route (merger) as by another (certificate amendment).

Ernest L. Folk, III, Review of The Delaware General Corporation Law for the Delaware

Corporation Law Revision Committee 1965;1967, at 186 (1968). Professor Folk

recommended that the DGCL be revised to address this scenario by incorporating the

following language:

Any class of shares of any corporation shall be entitled to vote as a class if
the plan of merger or consolidation contains any provision which, if
contained in a proposed amendment to the certificate of incorporation,
would entitle such class of shares to vote as a class under the provision of
subsection (d)(1) of Section 242 (Amendment of Certificate of
Incorporation after Payment of Capital, etc.).
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Id. at 189 (emphasis added). D^[RQ__[^ <[XWk_ ^QO[YYQZPM`U[Z OMYQ UZ ^Q_\[Z_Q `[ the

Havender decision, which upheld the amendment-by-merger approach under the doctrine

of independent legal significance. See Fed. United Corp. v. Havender, 11 A.2d 331, 343-

// '9QX* ,3/+( 'hG[ _Me `TM` `TQ ^UST` `[ _aOT PUbUPQZP_ YMe Z[` NQ PQ_`^[eQP Ne OTM^`Q^

amendment . . . is not to say that the right may not be compounded under the merger

provisions of the law . . . *i(*

<[^ \a^\[_Q_ [R `TQ 9=8@) D^[RQ__[^ <[XWk_ ^QO[YYQZPM`U[Z cM_ Z[` MP[\`QP)

and the doctrine of independent legal significance remains a cornerstone principle of

UZ`Q^\^Q`M`U[Z `TM` S[bQ^Z_ `TQ M\\XUOM`U[Z [R 9QXMcM^Qk_ Na_UZQ__ QZ`U`e statutes. But the

^QVQO`U[Z [R D^[RQ__[^ <[XWk_ M\\^[MOT M_ M SQZQ^MX _`M`a`[^e PQRMaX` does not prevent the

drafters of constitutive documents, such as the Partnership Agreement, from providing

the additional protection that Professor Folk contemplated on an entity-specific basis.

That is what Amendment-By-Merger Exception does.

In this case, the Partnership Agreement is not being amended in the Merger, and

the Amendment-By-Merger Exception does not apply. The only vote required for the

Merger is the affirmative vote of at least a majority of the Outstanding Units.

C. &+) %-',.1,**02 Contrary Interpretation

The plaintiffs read the Amendment-By-Merger Exception differently. Rather than

having the Amendment-By-Merger Exception turn on whether the Merger actually

amends the Partnership Agreement, the plaintiffs contend that the exception requires that

the parties consider whether a substantially similar result could be accomplished through

an amendment to the Partnership Agreement. The plaintiffs then look to the provisions
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that govern amendments to the Partnership Agreement to determine what voting standard

would apply if an amendment to the Partnership Agreement was used to achieve the

substantially similar result.

Ordinarily, an amendment to a limited partnership agreement is separate and

distinct from a merger involving a limited partnership. Section 17-302 of DRULPA

establishes the default voting standard for amending a limited partnership agreement. 6

Del. C. § 17-302. When the General Assembly adopted DRULPA in 1983, the statute did

not contain any provision addressing how a partnership agreement could be amended.

Nantucket Island Assocs., 810 A.2d at 364. Because the statute lacked a default

amendment procedure and because a limited partnership agreement is a contract among

all partners, Delaware decisions held that unanimous consent was required to amend a

limited partnership agreement unless the agreement provided for an alternative method.

See Cincinnati Bell Cellular Sys. Co. v. Ameritech Mobile Phone Serv. of Cincinnati,

Inc., 1996 WL 506906, at *11 (Del. Ch. Sept. 3, 1996), aff'd, 692 A.2d 411 (Del. 1997);

Kan. RSA 15 Ltd. P'ship v. SBMS RSA, Inc., 1995 WL 106514, at *2 (Del. Ch. Mar. 8,

1995) (Allen, C.). The General Assembly codified this rule in 1998 by adopting Section

17-302(f), which states: h>f a partnership agreement does not provide for the manner in

which it may be amended, the partnership agreement may be amended with the approval

of all the partners or as otherwise permitted by law, including as permitted by § 17-

-,,'S( [R `TU_ `U`XQ*i 6 Del. C. § 17-302(f). The reference to Section 17-211(g) confirms

that a limited partnership agreement can be amended through a merger. Section 17-302(f)

likewise codifies the rule that a partnership agreement can establish a different process
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for amendments: hIf a partnership agreement provides for the manner in which it may be

amended . . . it may be amended only in that mannerK*Li Id. § 17-302(f).

The Partnership Agreement contains lengthy and complex provisions that address

the manner by which it may be amended. Framed at a high level of generality, the

provisions establish four tiers in which the extent of approval required by the Partnership

Agreement increases with the significance of the amendment. Under the first tier, the

General Partner can adopt unilaterally certain identified categories of amendments (the

hHZUXM`Q^MX 6YQZPYQZ`_i(* See PA § 15.1. Under the second tier, an amendment other

than a Unilateral Amendment requires the approval of two-thirds of the Outstanding

HZU`_) b[`UZS `[SQ`TQ^ M_ M _UZSXQ OXM__ '`TQ hGc[-GTU^P_ 9QRMaX` I[`Qi(* See id. § 15.2.

Under the third tier, an amendment that otherwise would require approval under the Two-

Thirds Default, but which has a materially adverse effect on one class of limited partners,

also requires approval from two-`TU^P_ [R `TQ aZU`_ UZ `TQ MRRQO`QP OXM__ '`TQ hGc[-Thirds

8XM__ I[`Qi(* See id. § 15.2 & 15.3(c). Under the final tier, if the Partnership cannot

obtain an opinion of counsel that the Partnership will continue to be taxed as a

partnership, the amendment requires approval from 95% of the Outstanding Units, voting

`[SQ`TQ^ M_ M _UZSXQ OXM__ '`TQ h30% I[`Qi(* See id. § 15.3(d)

In this case, the plaintiffs focus on the fact that the Merger will convert each

publicly held Common Unit into the right to receive the Cash Consideration, the Stock

Consideration, or the Mixed Consideration. The plaintiffs then examine Sections 15.1,

15.2, and 15.3 to determine which tier addresses this type of amendment. Observing that

the list of Unilateral Amendments does not identify such an amendment, the plaintiffs
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conclude that, at a minimum, the amendment must meet the Two-Thirds Default Vote.

Further observing that the Common Units are being converted while the Class B Units

and I-Units are not, they argue that such an amendment has a materially adverse affect on

the Common Units, triggering the Two-Thirds Class Vote. Finally they contend that such

an amendment must meet the 95% Vote, unless the Partnership obtains an opinion from

tax counsel to the effect that the Partnership would continue to be taxed as a pass-through

entity after the amendment, and therefore the same opinion from tax counsel must be

obtained for the Merger.

This manner of reasoning trips at the threshold. The plaintiffs cannot explain how

any amendment to the Partnership Agreement could accomplish the conversion of the

publicly held Common Units into the right to receive the Cash Consideration, the Stock

Consideration, or the Mixed Consideration. Both Section 17-211 of DRULPA, which

authorizes mergers, and Section 16.2 of the Partnership Agreement, which implements

that authority in an entity-specific way, authorize the conversion of one type of units into

a right to receive other forms of consideration, including cash or the securities of another

entity. Neither DRULPA nor the Partnership Agreement provides similar authorization

for amendments to the partnership agreement. The plaintiffsk N^UQR_ never confronted this

problem, contending only that if the section of the Partnership Agreement addressing

Unilateral Amendments did not provide expressly for conversion, then the higher voting

standards must apply. But there is a different explanation for why the section of the

Partnership Agreement addressing Unilateral Amendments did not provide expressly for
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conversion: that act cannot be accomplished by an amendment to the Partnership

Agreement.

Sometimes it helps to return to first principles. A limited partnership is a written

document, like any other contract or the opinion I am now writing. Through an

amendment to a limited partnership agreement, the parties to the agreement can revise its

terms, just as I can revise this opinion. The revised agreement can contain different

language on any manner of subjects, including the rights and obligations of the

partnership interests governed by that agreement. But the effectiveness of what can be

accomplished by an amendment is limited to what can be achieved by changing the

words of that document. No matter how often one of my opinions may be revised, it

remains one of my opinions. No matter how extensively the provisions governing a

partnership interest are revised, they remain provisions governing a partnership interest.

Because of this basic limitation, the agreement of one entity cannot be re-written

so that its units become units in a different limited partnership, or in this case the equity

interests in a corporation, which is a different type of entity entirely. For purposes of this

case, this would mean re-writing the provisions of the Partnership Agreement governing

the Common Units so that those units transform into shares of common stock of Parent.

Note that the task is not to re-write the terms of the Common Units so that they have

different rights, such as a guaranteed right to distributions or different voting rights. Nor

is the task to re-write the terms of the Common Units so that they parallel the rights of

shares of common stock of Parent. EM`TQ^ `TQ OTMXXQZSQ U_ `TQ MXOTQYU_`k_ ]aQ_`4 the
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transmutation of one substance (traditionally a base metal, here Common Units) into a

wholly different substance (traditionally gold, here common stock in Parent).

It does not seem possible that an amendment could achieve this result. No matter

how extensively the provisions of the Partnership Agreement are revised and rewritten,

they remain provisions of the Partnership Agreement. A Partnership Agreement cannot

turn itself by amendment into something entirely different, any more than I could revise

one of my decisions to change it into a ruling by another judge or a different court.

In response to questioning on this point at oral argument, the plaintiffs offered two

possible means for achieving an economic outcome similar to the Merger. Neither would

involve an amendment alone. Both would combine an amendment with some other act. In

the first scenario, the plaintiffs suggested that the Partnership could achieve the economic

equivalent of the conversion of Common Units into the Stock Consideration by

distributing shares of Parent common stock to holders of Common Units, then amending

the Partnership Agreement to cancel the Common Units. Having pondered this example,

it seems to me that a result more closely equivalent to the election provided in the Merger

Agreement could be achieved if the Partnership distributed a new security to the holders

of Common Units that would give each holder the right to receive, at the holderks

election, the equivalent of the Cash Consideration, the Stock Consideration, or the Mixed

Consideration, then amended the Partnership Agreement to cancel the Common Units. As

their second alternative, the plaintiffs suggested an amendment to the Partnership

Agreement that would build a redemption right into the provisions governing the

Common Units. The redemption right would require the Partnership to buy, and the
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holder of the Common Unit to sell, each publicly traded Common Unit for consideration

equivalent to the Cash Consideration, the Stock Consideration, or the Mixed

Consideration) M` `TQ T[XPQ^k_ QXQO`U[Z. The Partnership then would exercise the

redemption right, or it could be triggered automatically under the terms of the

amendment. See Edelman v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 1985 WL 11534, at *7 (Del. Ch.

Feb. 12, 1985). In neither case is the amendment accomplishing the same result as the

Merger. In each case the amendment forms one part of a series of steps that produce an

outcome substantively similar to the Merger. Neither [R `TQ \XMUZ`URR_k QdMY\XQ_

addresses the core problem: an amendment to the Partnership Agreement cannot

accomplish what the Merger is accomplishing, meaning that the provisions governing

amendments logically cannot apply.2

2 Even the most simple aspect of the Mergergthe conversion into the Cash
Considerationgcould not be accomplished by amendment alone. It is true that business
entities often use reverse splits to reduce their outstanding equity and cash out small
holders. It is also true that a reverse split usually is accomplished by amending the
QZ`U`ek_ O[Z_`U`a`UbQ P[OaYQZ`* Applebaum v. Avaya, Inc., 812 A.2d 880, 882-83 (Del.
2002) (describing operation of reverse split); Reis v. Hazelett Strip-Casting Corp., 28
A.3d 442, 453 (Del. Ch. 2011) (same). But even in the most common and straightforward
case of a corporation that effects a reverse split under Section 242 of the DGCL, 8 Del. C.
§ 242(a)(3), the charter amendment is not the mechanism that converts the shares into
cash. The charter amendment produces fractional shares. A different section of the
DGCLgSection 155ggenerally authorizes a corporation to choose not to issue fractions
of a share and to pay cash in lieu of fractional shares. 8 Del. C. § 155; see Applebaum,
812 A.2d at 887-94; Reis, 28 A.3d at 455. Even in the familiar corporate scenario, the
charter amendment alone cannot rewrite the powers, preferences, and rights of the shares,
or the qualifications, limitations, or restrictions thereof, to convert them into cash. See 8
Del. C. § 102(a)(4); accord 8 Del. C. § 151(a).
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Ignoring this difficulty, the plaintiffs contend that to determine what voting

standard governs the Merger, the parties to the Merger Agreement were obligated to think

through possible transaction structures like these, identify hypothetical means by which

the economic equivalent of the Merger could be achieved through an alternative that

would involve an amendment to the Partnership Agreement, determine what voting

standards would apply to the hypothetical alternative, and then apply that same standard

to the Merger. In my view, such an analysis is inconsistent with the plain language of the

Amendment-By-Merger Exception, which requires an amendment to the Partnership

Agreement. Because it requires an amendment to the Partnership Agreement, the

Amendment-By-Merger Exception necessarily also requires that the subject matter be

something that could be accomplished by amendment.

GTQ \XMUZ`URR_k UZ`Q^\^Q`M`U[Z [R `TQ 6YQZPYQZ`-By-Merger Exception would

cause the provision to operate in a manner far removed from how Delaware law

approaches questions of transactional validity. Testing whether a transaction complies

with the applicable business entity statute or the organizational documents of the entity is

a different inquiry than determining whether those in control of the entity have exercised

their powers in compliance with their fiduciary duties:

[I]n every case, corporate action must be twice tested: first, by the technical
rules having to do with the existence and proper exercise of the power;
second, by equitable rules somewhat analogous to those which apply in
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favor of a cestui que trust to the trustee's exercise of wide powers granted to
him in the instrument making him a fiduciary.3

Chancellor Allen made the following comments about statutory analysis under the

DGCL, but in my view they apply fully whenever a court analyzes a transaction for

O[Y\XUMZOQ cU`T M Na_UZQ__ QZ`U`e _`M`a`Q [^ `TQ QZ`U`ek_ O[Z_`U`a`UbQ P[OaYQZ`_* I have

therefore taken the liberty of altering `TQ ]a[`M`U[Z `[ _aN_`U`a`Q ^QRQ^QZOQ_ `[ hNa_UZQ__

QZ`U`UQ_i R[^ ^QRQ^QZOQ_ `[ hO[^\[^M`U[Z_i4

As a general matter, those who must shape their conduct to conform to the
dictates of statutory law should be able to satisfy such requirements by
satisfying the literal demands of the law rather than being required to guess
about the nature and extent of some broader or different restriction at the
risk of an ex post facto determination of error. The utility of a literal
approach to statutory construction is particularly apparent in the
interpretation of the requirements of [business entity] lawgwhere both the
statute itself and most transactions governed by it are carefully planned and
result from a thoughtful and highly rational process.

Thus, Delaware courts, when called upon to construe the technical and
carefully drafted provisions of our statutory [business entity] law, do so
with a sensitivity to the importance of the predictability of that law. That
sensitivity causes our law, in that setting, to reflect an enhanced respect for
the literal statutory language.

Speiser v. Baker, 525 A.2d 1001, 1008 (Del. Ch. 1987) (Allen, C.), appeal refused, 525

A.2d 582 (Del. 1987) (TABLE). Likewise in the following passage, Chancellor Allen

was speaking about the benefits of formalism under the DGCL, but his comments apply

to business entities of all stripes, and I have taken the same editorial license:

3 Adolf A. Berle, Corporate Powers As Powers In Trust, 44 Harv. L. Rev. 1049,
1049 (1931); see Sample v. Morgan, 914 A.2d 647, 673 (Del. Ch. 2007) (Strine, V.C.)
(explaining `TM` O[^\[^M`Q MO`_ M^Q hj`cUOQ-`Q_`QPkgonce by the law and again by
Q]aU`e*i(5 see also Reis, 28 A.3d at 457 'h6 ^QbUQcUZS O[a^`&_ ^[XQ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` `TQ
corporation complied with the statute and acted in accordance cU`T U`_ RUPaOUM^e Pa`UQ_*i(*
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[T]he entire field of [business entity] law has largely to do with formality.
[Business entities] come into existence and are accorded their
characteristics, including most importantly limited liability, because of
formal acts. Formality has significant utility for business planners and
investors. While the essential fiduciary analysis component of [business
entity] law is not formal but substantive, the utility offered by formality in
the analysis of our statutes has been a central feature of Delaware [business
entity] law.

Uni-Marts, Inc. v. Stein, 1996 WL 466961, at *9 (Del. Ch. Aug. 12, 1996) (Allen, C.).

An open-ended inquiry into substantively equivalent outcomes, devoid of attention

to the formal means by which they are reached, is inconsistent with the manner in which

Delaware law approaches issues of transactional validity and compliance with the

applicable business entity statute and operative entity documents. The Amendment-By-

Merger Exception provides that if an amendment to the Partnership Agreement is

effected by merger under Article XVI, it must comply with the voting standards that

would apply if the same amendment was implemented through the amendment process in

Article XV. In both cases, there must be an amendment to the Partnership Agreement.

The Amendment-By-Merger Exception does not require parties to imagine hypothetical

alternative transaction structures that could deploy an amendment to the Partnership

Agreement as a step towards a substantively similar result, then make an educated guess

at what voting standard might apply if the alternative structure were used. Leaving aside

the uncertainty of the initial inquiry, the parties would remain at risk that a creative

limited partner might later dream up still another hypothetical alternative transaction

structure that would require a higher vote.
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The Amendment-By-Merger Exception is best understood as altering one limited

aspect of the doctrine of independent legal significance in that it makes an amendment by

merger subject to the voting requirements that would govern a standalone amendment.

The Amendment-By-Merger Exception does not go further by eliminating the

requirement for an amendment in the first place. It is, in my view, implausible to interpret

the Amendment-By-Merger Exception as requiring transaction planners to consider

hypothetical alternatives and base the voting requirements for the Merger on what might

be required for those alternatives.

The parties have advanced other arguments about how the amendment provisions

should be read if they do apply to the Merger. Because they do not apply, this decision

does not reach those issues.

III. CONCLUSION

The Amendment-By-Merger Exception does not apply to the Merger because the

Partnership will be the surviving entity in the Merger, and the Merger will not otherwise

effect any amendments to the Partnership Agreement. The plaintiffs cannot rely on the

Amendment-By-Merger Exception to impose the Two-Thirds Default Vote, the Two-

Thirds Class Vote, or the 95% Vote. The plaintiffs do not have a reasonable probability

of success on the merits of their voting rights claim, and their application for a

preliminary injunction is denied.


